
In Him Week 2 Discussion Questions
 

Note: Catching up on class? These are meant to be answered BEFORE listening 
to week 2’s class, to help get the thought processes flowing. 

1. What is your favorite characteristic of The Bible? (Infallible, pure, 
trustworthy, etc.) Why?  

2. What is the difference between a kingdom and a republic? What are some 
characteristics of a kingdom? What is the difference between a subject and 
a citizen? Which one is associated with a kingdom?  

3. What do you think most people out in the world mean when they say 
someone is “mature”? What do they use to measure maturity? Is this a 
good definition? How does it differ from maturity In Christ? How does a 
person grow in worldly maturity?  

4. Discuss the meaning of the following: rights, privileges, and 
responsibilities. What are they? What does it mean to have them? Are they 
intrinsically good or bad? Where do they come from/how do we get them?  

5. Compare and contrast worldly intimacy with God’s definition of intimacy. 
How are they similar? How are they different? Who does the world say we 
should be intimate with? Who does God say we should be intimate with? 
How do we develop worldly intimacy? How do we develop intimacy with 
God? 

Studying with us remotely? Great! If you can, reach out to Pastor Deborah or 
Pastor Jordan to join in the discussion live! If you can’t do that, be sure to type up 
your answers for these questions and email your responses to 
academic.assistant@harvesteugene.org.  
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In Him 
Worksheet 2 

1. The ______________ ____ ________ and the ______________ ___  

___________ are __________ __________________. 

2. The Kingdom of God operates on the principle of ________________ ______ 

_______________. 

3. In order to ________ ________ __________ in our lives, we have to ______  

________ ________. 

4. The Word of God is something that can be ___________ _______ _____ 

_________, and it is _____ _______ ________ available to us. 

5. So when we hear the Word of God, we have to approach it ____________. 

We have to assume that _________ ___ _______________ ____ ____  

_________ that we don’t already ________. 

6. We should receive The Word with ______________ _____ ______________, 

but then we have to ________ _____________ _______ _______ even 

when the world is __________ _______________ _______.  

7. It’s only when we _________ ______ ________ that it can truly _______  

________ in our lives and __________ ____. 

8. The ____________ ____ _________ you mix with The Word will determine 

______ ___________ ____ _________ it bears in your life. 
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9. Your______________________ is usually on the other side of ________ 

________________. 

10. How strong we grow and how effective we become in ____  _____________ 

is tied directly to how we ________ _____ ________ ___ _____ ___ 

________ in our hearts. 

11. If you’re not ____________ ________________ as a new creation then what 

makes you _________________ _______________ from the old creations 

around you?  

12. God wants you to ________ _____ ____ ___________ ___ ______ more 

than ______ ______ ___.  

13. The ___________ ___ ______ is able to lead us into ____ __________ 

______________ and ____________ _____ ___ ______ that we wouldn’t 

have a hope of finding without His spirit.  

14. God’s part was ____ ___________ ____, but our part was to___________.  
 

15. If ___________________ is how we get into the kingdom in the first place, it 

would make sense that ___________ __________________ is involved in 

going deeper into the kingdom. 

16. My ___________________ in the Kingdom of God supersedes 

my__________________ ________________. 

17. Being a member of the ______________ ___ ______ means everywhere I 

go, __ ______________ ____ _____________ ____ ___ _______. 
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